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Chat from webinar 
 
00:36:52 :) Alison Tavare:  Priyesh’ practice achieved 98% of all AHCs with over 120 on the register! 
00:37:45 laura.white:  Thats amazing - need to learn how you are achieving this! 
00:39:40 :) Priyesh Shah:  Thank you. It is a team effort with the key involvement of our Admin and clinical 

care coordinator to facilitate the health checks.  
00:45:24 Rebecca Pegden:  A video explaining what a health check is and why it is important to attend, so we 

can add a link to the letters we send out 
00:45:50 Cheryl Hampson:  We commissioned Inc Gloucestershire to produce Get Checked Stay Well series of 

videos. These are available on YouTube  
00:46:30 Gloria Dingley:  social stories 
00:46:44 laura.white:  Videos offer a great alternative way to communicate. All of those topic ideas sound 

great 
00:46:53 :) Greg Harris:  Sounds great Cheryl - it'll be interesting to see what you've covered in your series 
00:47:24 :) Alison Tavare:  Cheryl can you add the link to your resources as it is a great site? 
00:47:31 Mags.ODonovan:  cancer screening- uptake of smears is low ( we use Jo's cervical cancer trust) what 

about bowel screening? carers often don't feel able to help with collecting sample 
00:47:35 Kathrine Bird:  Breast checks & testicular checks could be useful. 
00:47:36 Cheryl Hampson:  Inc Gloucestershire also undertook some forum theatre sessions on making 

adjustments which were positively received by practices. 
00:48:08 SWmGja:  Would it be possible to include a piece on Health checks in the new Oliver McGowen 

training programme that is being piloted?  
00:48:21 :) Alison Tavare:  Thanks for the suggestion re sharing videos we thought they could be sent as 

attachments to texts to the patients and carers 
00:49:20 :) Greg Harris:  It's great hearing some of your suggestions - please feel free to send more (we'll be 

reviewing the chat post-webinar). 
00:49:36 Lesley.Le-Pine:  All those topics sound great.  AHC for people with profound disabilities would be 

good.  Also cancer screening 
00:49:40 Cheryl Hampson:    

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEbBS9Ttf9qdGw1ZAXOgD3K5iK_lfQ7x  
00:50:37 :) Alison Tavare:  If the information is on the summary care record (SCR) then it means if the 

ambulance service is contacted they can find out someone has a learning disability and make 
appropriate adjustments 

00:51:45 Cheryl Hampson:  G Care Info 
00:51:50 Cheryl Hampson:  https://g-care.glos.nhs.uk/pathway/590/resource/11  
00:52:09 Joanna Hunt:  can you put that toolkit link in the chat as I can't lift it from the slide please 
00:52:28 :) Greg Harris:  

https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/improving-identification-of-people-with-a-learning-
disability-guidance-for-general-practice/  

00:52:47 :) Greg Harris:  ^ Link to Toolkit 
00:52:53 :) Greg Harris:  Link to hub: https://www.england.nhs.uk/south/info-professional/learning-

disabilities/  
00:52:58 Kirsty Dolphin:  So we don't need to make a diagnosis to add to the register? 
00:53:31 Rebecca Pegden:  It would be hard to search for them if they aren't coded as LD 
00:53:47 Rebecca Pegden:  And it would be hard to keep the register up to date without the diagnosis coded 
00:55:18 max.howes:  Conversely, I wonder if anyone can advise on how to remove someone from the 

register if they are on it inappropriately? 
00:56:00 Joanna Hunt:  I have had patients refuse to be on the register.. despite the advantages you discussed 
00:56:03 Sally Beckley:  does anyone have any experience of linking young people with EHCP to GP LD 

register?  
00:58:04 Zain.Patel:  Will the slides be shared after the session? 
00:58:19 :) Alison Tavare:  Thanks the slides will be shared 
01:00:20 Dr Michelle Guest:  Thanks for sharing slides . 
01:00:32 max.howes:  anyone else getting broken audio 
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01:00:37 ingrid.wilkinson:  Having audio problems 
01:00:37 Joanna Hunt:  I have lost salim 
01:00:47 Carolyn:  no I can’t hear you 
01:00:47 Dr Michelle Guest:  lost Salim too 
01:00:51 Kirsty Dolphin: same 
01:00:57 Gloria Dingley:  voice is distorted 
01:01:00 SWmGja:  too many videos on I suspect interferes with bandwith  
01:01:07 Carolyn:  perhaps turn off the video 
01:01:29 ingrid.wilkinson:  does he need to turn his video off? 
01:05:31 Danielle Radford:  Now health service have access to NHS email addresses are these able to be 

shared electronically? 
01:05:57 carrie whiston:  Is the LD nurse employed by the GP surgery? 
01:06:41 Rebecca Pegden:  We have trained up our paramedics and nurse practitioner to do LD annual health 

checks 
01:08:06 :) Greg Harris:  Interesting approach Rebecca - when did you train them and how's it going? 
01:08:41 Rebecca Pegden:  I trained them 2 years ago - they are great at it! I do the ones in our two homes for 

patients with LD but they do the ones for patients that can come to the practice 
01:10:22 carrie whiston:  thank you 
01:10:31 kirstie pearson:  We are looking to train up a member of our team and trying to work out if a HCA 

with then briefer GP or pharmacist review at the end would work, but Rebecca do you think the ACP 
or paramedic doing the whole things works better? 

01:10:40 Kirsty Dolphin:  I'd be interested to know how long your paramedics/nurse has for their checks? 
01:11:01 Rebecca Pegden:  They have 40 minutes - they are quite involved and obviously need a physical 

health check 
01:11:22 Kirsty Dolphin:  thanks both! 
01:11:28 Rebecca Pegden:  Where do you print off the health care plan from? 
01:12:11 Kirsty Dolphin:  yes! I am keen to hear about as many reasonable adjustment as poss 
01:13:36 :) Alison Tavare:  Perhaps reasonable adjustments could be helpful for a brief video 
01:16:26 :) Alison Tavare:  This is a great source of images if they help with conversations 

http://www.easyonthei-leeds.nhs.uk/  
01:20:33 Gloria Dingley:  there are face masks that you can see the main area of your face/mouth, except they 

are more expensive 
01:21:26 Cheryl Hampson:  You should be able to get clear face marks through local resilience forums now. 
01:21:46 Rebecca Pegden:  Could you let us know where to access these? 
01:22:40 SWmGja:  https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-delivers-250000-clear-face-masks-

to-support-people-with-hearing-loss?wp-
linkindex=10&utm_campaign=Coronavirus_social_care_update_18_September_2020&utm_content
=dhsc-mail.co.uk&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Department_of_Health_and_Social_Care  

01:23:00 :) Hannah Little:  Thanks for sharing this! 
01:23:14 Cheryl Hampson:  LRF as part of your areas emergency response to covid. Your public health 

colleagues should be able to direct you. 👍 
01:23:59 SWmGja:  I belive they are being delivered for free to some care providers  
01:24:10 ingrid.wilkinson:  Please may I highlight ‘Rehabilitation research, practice and education in the era of 

COVID-19’ 
Tuesday 10th & Wednesday 11th November 2020 a joint conference hosted by British Society of 
Rehabilitation Medicine, Society of Research in Rehabilitation and Assoc Physios in LD. Abstracts 
open. https://www.bsrm.org.uk/events/bsrm-events/profile/arehabilitation-research-practice-and-
education-in-the-era-of-covid-19a   

01:26:28 Sophie Chester-Glyn:  Does the result of the health check get shared with the person and can a care 
home/provider organisation keep a copy for their records? 

01:27:55 :) Alison Tavare:  Thanks to Iain form mentioning the dentist; there are community dentists who will 
see people with a learning disability and have more time i.e. make reasonable adjustments e.g. not 
having to wait in the waiting room, having specific music playing during the check 

01:29:19 ingrid.wilkinson:  Expert talk on Exercise and fitness for people with LD by Dr Thessa Hilgenkamp - 
highlighted need for physical activity for health https://youtu.be/xeFF8ZCFOhk  

01:29:26 Ellie.Simmonds:  Will there be a recording of this webinar be available to share with our LD team 
who couldn't be here today? 
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01:29:30 ingrid.wilkinson:  Got to go thanks for an excellent talk! 
01:29:54 Rebecca Pegden:  Many thanks for a brilliant forum, unfortunately I have to go now - thanks again 
01:30:03 carrie whiston:  This sounds great! 
01:31:55 Joanna Hunt:  Brilliant! 
01:32:14 laura.white:  I have to go now - this has been so excellent. I look forward to receiving slides etc. 

Thank you 
01:34:55 Colette o'Sullivan:  I have to go but thank you! 
01:35:00 Tori Mitchell:  thank you so much! I have to go 
01:35:07 Sophie Chester-Glyn:  I had to drop out. did anyone answer the question on whether health checks 

get shared with the person and their care team? 
01:35:39 Dr Michelle Guest:  Yes Sophia share with patient and care teams# 
01:35:46 Brad:  Sorry I have to go now. I look forward to seeing the slides and video. Thank you all 
01:35:47 Sophie Chester-Glyn:  thank you! 
01:35:49 GeorginaDuck:  I have to go now  but thank you! Very informative 
01:35:50 :) Alison Tavare:  Yes, the suggestion is that the health action plan can be shared with the person 

with a learning disability and their carers, family members etc 
01:36:25 Jon Rees:  Thanks for this - got to go and do some clinical work now - look forward to seeing the 
slides 
01:36:31 GaywR599:  I have to go too, thanks for a great webinar :) 
01:37:44 Dr Michelle Guest:  Thanks all , Have to go.Thanks for excellent webinar  and sharing slides /webinar 
01:39:22 lisa clark:  thanks all very interesting 
01:39:49 :) Greg Harris:  Agreed! 
01:41:47 Rebecca Church:  Telephone contact and reasonable adjustments 
01:41:52 kirstie pearson:  Communication was brought up as key 
01:41:54 Kirsty Dolphin:  To Di - there are tools for you to prepare for the checks to get the most out of 

them.... 
01:42:01 Cheryl Hampson:  15% Solutions... Simplify the guidance for the 74 practices in Gloucestershire by 

reviewing G.Care AHC guidance  
01:42:07 Kathrine Bird:  Our surgery haven't been helpful with making adjustments for people through COVID 

so I am going to contact them and ask how they are going to support us to ensure that they happen 
this year. 

01:42:07 Mavis.Osland:  Checking my caseload against my local GP practice to make sure we have the same 
people 

01:42:08 helen.ariss:  Build up link with the GP practices and AHC leads 
01:42:12 diana.trigger:  improved relationships with carers/GP - we all want the same thing! 
01:42:19 kirsty.mabley:  reasonable adjustments and having that honest conversation with g.p to enable this  
01:42:29 Rebecca Church:  looking at processes and seeing if can be changed to improve 
01:42:37 Kathrine Bird:  I'm also going to share some of these resources with frontline staff to work with 

people with LD 
01:42:38 kirstie pearson:  Reaching out to care homes in our catchment to see what works well for them?  
01:42:47 Rebecca Church:  Yes it would be useful 
01:42:50 carrie whiston:  Reviewing our link worker list to match up professionals from Community LD Team 

with primary care networks to improve joint working 
01:43:00 Cheryl Hampson:  There is already a South West Picture of Health website 
01:43:17 Jess Breeden:  ensure care providers are aware and confident to request or support adjustments  
01:43:18 maria.Cozens:  In acute care we can  potentially liaise with GPs to identify people who may not be on 

the register. We are seeing lots of people with mild/borerline LD who would benefit from an AHC.  
01:43:26 Kathrine Bird:  Put an annual health check "Champion" in our service 
01:43:26 Jaci Monk:  improved interpreting services for health checks  
01:43:32 deDebbie.moore:  communication with LD team and GP practices. Currently in Bristol CLDT we are 

working with GP surgeries around reasonable adjustments and providing training for nurse GPs and 
receptonists 

01:43:35 Anna Mulvihill:  As student LD nurses we are in a privileged position to experience many different 
placements so in each one we can be ensuring the people we are working with are accessing annual 
health checks and if not asking the question why not? Also supporting support staff/carers to feel 
more confident in supporting people to access ahc 

01:44:05 deDebbie.moore:  working with practice nurses to identify champions for each practice 



01:44:13 Cheryl Hampson:  http://www.apictureofhealth.southwest.nhs.uk/  
01:44:31 kirsty.mabley:  share this is me document for people we support so G.P has more background 

information and this will enable a more person centred review 
01:44:40 Cheryl Hampson:  Alison... Can we use this website 
01:50:55 :) Alison Tavare:  Can send invites / easy read letters as attachment on text 

http://www.apictureofhealth.southwest.nhs.uk/

